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VARIATION OF THE DISCRETE EIGENVALUES
OF NORMAL OPERATORS
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The Hoifman-Wielandt inequality, which gives a bound for the dis-

tance between the spectra of two normal matrices, is generalized to normal

operators A, B on a separable Hubert space, such that A - B is Hilbert-

Schmidt.

1. Introduction

Let A, B be two «-by-n normal matrices. The famous Hoffman-Wielandt

inequality states that the eigenvalues X,•, i = I, ... , n , of A and p¡, i =

I, ... , n , of B can be ordered in such a way that

(1.1) ¿ \x,-in\2<M-B\\h
i=l

where

\\C\\2F= ¿   |cí7|2
<J=i

is the Euclidean or Hilbert-Schmidt norm of a matrix C = (c,;).
Several generalizations of this result have appeared in the literature.

Recently, Bhatia and Bhattacharya [B-B] obtained an analogous result for the

joint eigenvalues of A:-tuples of commuting normal matrices; see also Eisner

[Els] for a simplified proof. In this note we will concentrate on the infinite

dimensional case.

Let H be an infinite dimensional separable Hubert space and A : H -» H

a bounded linear operator. We call a sequence a = (ax, a2, ... ) of complex

numbers an extended enumeration of the discrete spectrum of A if all discrete

eigenvalues of A (i.e., isolated points of the spectrum with finite multiplicity

as eigenvalues) belong to a (counted with their multiplicity), and all other

elements of a are in the essential spectrum, i.e., they are limits of discrete

eigenvalues, eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity, or in the continuous spectrum.

Let H be an infinite dimensional Hubert space (not necessary separable) and
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A : H —> H be a bounded normal operator. A is called diagonal if H has an

orthonormal basis which consists entirely of eigenvectors of A .

Kato [Kat] has shown that for A, B hermitian there exist extended enumera-

tions {a,}, {/?,} of the discrete spectra of A, B such that

oo

(1.2) £ |af--Ä|2<M-5|ß
/=i

provided that A - B is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Here a compact operator

C : H -* H is Hilbert-Schmidt if the singular values Sj(C), j = 1, 2, ... ,
satisfy

oo

(1.3) \\C\\2F = £s2(C)<oc.
j=l

Kato's result (1.2) was extended by Bhatia-Sinha [B-S] to unitary A,B.
Bhatia-Elsner in [B-E] showed that (1.2) holds for A,B normal Hilbert-
Schmidt operators, see also [C-H]. Here the essential spectrum is the point

z = 0.
In this note we relax their assumptions by requiring A, B only to be normal

with A - B Hilbert-Schmidt.
Our main tool is Theorem 1. In the finite dimensional case it is a straight-

forward consequence of BirkhofFs theorem that the extreme points of the doubly

stochastic matrices are the permutation matrices. In our case we have to use a

selection procedure different from the one used in [B-E].
An immediate consequence is our first result (Theorem 2):

If A and B both are bounded diagonal operators, then there exist extended

enumerations {a,}, {/?,} of the discrete spectra of A and B such that (1.2)

holds.
Weyl in [Wey] proved that each bounded hermitian operator in a separable

Hubert space is a hermitian diagonal operator plus a compact one. J. von

Neumann proved in [Neu] that the compact operator can be chosen to be

Hilbert-Schmidt with an arbitrary small Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Later on Berg

showed in [Ber] that any normal operator A is a diagonal operator plus a

compact one. If in addition the spectrum of A lies on a rectifiable curve, then

the compact operator can be chosen to be Hilbert-Schmidt with an arbitrary

small Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Finally, Voiculescu in [Voi] proved that any

bounded normal operator in a separable Hubert space is a bounded diagonal

operator plus a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with an arbitrary small Hilbert-

Schmidt norm.
In Theorem 3 we derive (1.2) for any bounded normal operators A, B so

that A - B is Hilbert-Schmidt, using Voiculescu's result.

2. Diagonal operators

Let {a,};gN be a sequence of complex numbers. A sequence {aí}¡£N is called

an extended enumeration of {af} , if each a'¡ is either an element of {a,};€N

or an accumulation point of this sequence and each a,, /' e N, appears among
the {ai},6N with at least the same multiplicity as in the original sequence.

Higher multiplicity can only occur if a, is an accumulation point of the original

sequence.
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Theorem 1. Let (a¡j),  i, j £ N, denote an infinite doubly stochastic matrix,

i.e.,

c*ij > 0,     £ aik = 1,     Yl akj■ = 1        f°r al1 '»Je N.
k k

Let {4}/eN. {/f/JyeN be two bounded sequences of complex numbers such that

(2.1) £ Q;7|a,-//;|2 = /:2< CO.

>.J

Then there are extended enumerations {X'¡} of {X¡} and {p\} of {p¡} suchthat

oo

(2.2) £ \X',-p'i\2<K2.
í=i

Proof. Let An denote the «-by- n doubly substochastic matrix formed by the
first n rows and columns of (a¡j) :

An = (aU)x.

If we define r\n) = £"=1 au < 1, ¿"] = £"=1 an < 1, then the 2«-by-2«

matrix

(2 3) (        A" d^d-^U^))
(     } Uiag(l-c^) Al        )-{bij)

is doubly stochastic and hence convex combination of permutation matrices

P* — (àx(i)j)2"j=x ■ Obviously, if Pn appears explicitly in this convex combina-

tion, then bin(i) > 0 for all i = I, ... ,2n.
Let

[ \Xi- pj\2, i, j <n,

i<n, j = n + i,

(2.4) x{n)XU

Then (2.1) implies

(2.5)

inf \Xi-pk\2,
k>n

inf |4 - Pj\2, j <n, i = n + j,
k>n

0 else.

2«

y b{n)x{n)<K2

1,7=1

and hence there exists a permutation a„ of {1, ... ,2n} such that

i=i

In addition ¿>¡"^(() > 0,    i = 1, ... , 2« .

We observe that for i < n either an(i) < n or a„(i) = n + i. Similarly

a„(i) < n implies i < n or i — n + a„(i). Introducing the sets

U„ = {1,... ,n}na~l ({1.»}),     U„ = {1,... ,n}\ Un

Vn = an(Un),     v; = {l,...,n}\V„,
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we can write (2.6) as

(2.7) £   \Xt - pari{i)\2 + £   |4 - ^„(,)|2 + J2   \f*J - V0)|2 < K2
ieun izu'„ jevj

where the p9n(¡) e M, the closure of M — {p¡ : j £ N} , are such that

\h -rV,(/)l = inf |4 - Pk\
k>i

and similarly the 4»u') e ^>   A = {A, : / € N} , are such that

l/í;-'W)l = ÍmC \P-j-h\-
k>J

So for n = 1, 2...  we have constructed mappings

pn:{l,... ,n}-+~M,       tn:{l,... ,n}-*A

by

which satisfy

(2.8) £  \h - f>»W2 + E  lA' - P"W2 + E  1^ - 'n(j)\2 < K2.
¡eu„ ,au'„ jev¿

We now construct extended matchings {X'¡},  {p'¡} by the following process:

We start with i = I and set X¡ = X\ . If the sequence {pn(l), n = 1, 2, ...}

contains a constant subsequence pVn ( 1 ) = p, n £ N, where // = /¿,- and j is

minimal, then we set p\ = /^ . Otherwise we choose a convergent subsequence

Pvn(l) ~* /¿oo £ M and set //', = p^ . For convenience of notation we replace

vn by n in the following.

If px ^ //', we set /¿i = /4 • We consider now the sequence {t„(1)} . If it

contains a constant subsequence t„„ ( 1 ) = X¡, then necessarily j ¿ 1. If j is

the minimal such index, we set X'2 = X¡. Otherwise we choose a convergent

subsequence t„„ ( 1 ) —> X^ £ A and set X'2= X<x>.

Proceeding in this manner, extended enumerations X'¡, p'¡ are constructed.

For any finite sum we have

m

E w-/fl2<*2.
j=i

which follows from (2.8), if we let there n —» 00 .

This proves the theorem.   D

As an application of Theorem 1 we prove now the following generalization

of the Hoffman-Wielandt theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A, B : H —> H be two bounded diagonal operators mapping a

separable Hilbert space H into itself. Let {/,}, {pj} be the eigenvalues of A
and B resp. counted with their multiplicités. Assume that B - A is a Hilbert-

Schmidt operator. Then there are extended enumerations of the spectra {A,} and

{Pi}, called {X\} and {p't}, such that
00

£ |A;.-^.|2<p-/i||2f.

1=1
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Proof. We recall (see e.g. [G-K], p. 106) that a bounded compact linear operator

from H into itself is called a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, if Yl%x sj(C) =

\\C\\p < oo , where the sj are the singular values of C.

Then for any complete orthonormal system {tp¡} one has (e.g. [G-K], p. 107)

oo

\\Q\F =   £   WC<P'W2-
i=l

As A, B are diagonal, there are complete orthonormal systems of eigenvectors

{e¡}, {f} suchthat

Ae¡ = kid      Bf = pjf       i, j =1,2,... .

As Ae¡ = ¿2%i (Ae,, fj)f , we have

oo

Pe,||2 = E Uei,fj)\2-
7=1

It follows that

\\A-B\\2F = Y< \\(A-B)ei\\2 = Y \((A-B)ei,fj)\2
i i,j
oo

= E KA' - ";)(«<. M2 = E Ia' - ^l2«/7 »      «y - Ite. /7')l2
1,7=1 ',7

where (a,;) is an infinite doubly stochastic matrix. The claim follows now from

Theorem 1.   D

3. The general case

Theorem 3. Let A, B : H —> H be two bounded normal operators, where H is

a separable Hubert space. Assume that A - B is Hilbert-Schmidt. Then there
exist extended enumerations {X'¡}, {p'¡} of the spectra of A and B, resp., such

that
oo

(3.1) £ M-ptfKWA-BW}.
i=i

Proof. By [Voi] there are sequences of normal bounded operators A¡, B,, i =

1,2,..., such that

(3.2) lim \\A¡ - A\\F = lim p, -B\\F = fj

and Ai, B¡ are diagonal.
Hence by Theorem 2 there are enumerations of the spectra of A¡, B¡, namely

R,,}^i.  K,,}£i, such that

OO

(3.3) £ \K,í-Ú,í\2<\\A¡-Bí\\f,        i = 1,2,....
i/=i

We will now construct an extended enumeration of the spectrum of A, B

satisfying (3.1).
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Let {4 , 4 » • • •} = A denote the (possibly finite) point spectrum of A,

similarly {px, p2 ,...} = M that of B .
We set X\ = 4 , if A ^ 0. As A¡ -> A there is a sequence of eigenvalues

4'^ of /4,- converging to Ai. As those appear as some X\ ¡ we can permute the

enumerations of A¡, B¡ so that X\ ¡ —► Ai. We consider the set of accumulation

points of {p[ ¡} . If this contains an element in M, say p¡ with j minimal, we

set p\ = pj . If not, then we choose any limit point t £ o(B) and set p\ =t-

From

\K,l-rill\<\\Ai-Bi\\F

we have

\X\-p\\<\\A-B\\F.

By eventually going over to a subsequence, we have that

lim A'i , = A',,     lim p\ ¡ = p\.
I—»OO ' 1—»oo '

If now p\ ^ px, and there are still elements in A u M which do not yet

appear as elements in {X\, X'2, ...} or {p\, p'2,...}, we proceed as with Xx .

In this way we construct (as long as A U M is infinite) sequences {X\, X'2, ...} ,

{p\, p'2, ...} such that of each pair (X'¡, p'¡) at least one element is some A„

or some pv and the whole sequences {A,}, {p¡} are exhausted. Also in each

step

¿ K-K\2<\\a-b\&,
I/=l

as this can be written as a suitable limit of expressions, which by (3.3) are

bounded by \\A,■- Bi\\F .
We remark also that when N = |A U M | is finite, this construction yields a

finite sum of length I < N, which can be formally extended to an infinite sum

as on the left-hand side of (3.1) by setting X\ = p\ = k for all i > I + 1, where
k is some element in the essential spectrum of A . Here we use the fact that the
essential spectrum of A coincides with that of B (see e.g. [Kat] or [Wey]).   D

4. Final remarks

The first two remarks discuss our assumptions.

The underlying Hubert space H has been assumed to be separable. This is
no serious restriction under the condition that A - B is Hilbert-Schmidt. If H

is a general Hubert space and A - B is Hilbert-Schmidt, then we can see that

A = B except on a separable closed subspace H' c H, which in addition is

invariant under A and B, A(H') c H', B(H') c H'.
The second remark concerns eigenvalues of A (resp. B ) of infinite multipli-

city. They are not necessarily included in an extended enumeration of the

discrete spectrum. However, as they are in the essential spectrum, which is

invariant under Hilbert-Schmidt perturbations, they are also in the essential
spectrum of B (resp. A ). Hence we could easily include those points in the

extended enumeration without violating (1.2).
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It is also proved in [H-W] that one can order the eigenvalues of A, B so

that

¿ \ki-m\2>\\A-B\\F.
1=1

As pointed out in [B-E], this carries over to the case that A, B both are normal

and Hilbert-Schmidt. Also under the assumptions on this note such a dual result

can be established. It is easy to see that Theorem 1 carries over to show the

existence of enumerations satisfying (2.2) with reverse inequality sign.

Similarly it should be possible to generalize the results on joint eigenvalues

of tuples of commuting matrices to the case of bounded diagonal commuting

operators (see [B-B] and [Els]).
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